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After a tumultuous year, turns out,
the future is bright!

TRAVEL
REIMAGINED.
6000

respondents
completed the
questionnaire

187,205

trips booked so far
by Luxury Escapes
customers for 2021

At Luxury Escapes, our vision is to transform the way people book and experience
holidays, and since 2013 we’ve been creating the world’s best travel experience. We
started with exclusive hotels packages, and now offer the best flight booking platform,
bespoke tours and even in-trip experiences like cooking classes, theme park adventures
and airport lounge access.
In our 2020 Travel Trends Report we uncovered a ‘new decade of travel’. As we reflect on
an incredibly challenging year for our industry, it seems now is the time for a fresh start –
a reimagining. Travel won’t be the same for a while, but with that comes plenty of silver
linings.
This year has forced our team to be even more agile and quick to adapt to changing
restrictions and customer needs . In just three months we introduced our brand new Last
Minute Escapes concept, which allows our members to book brilliant hotels with fantastic
inclusions and discounts for later in the week. Soon, we’ll be creating the world’s best
curated hotel marketplace which will mean Luxury Escapes is the only destination you’ll
ever need to book the perfect holiday.
This report is a special preview of our findings from surveying over 6,000 Luxury Escapes
customers. We also sought out commentary from travel business leaders and experts to
add further context and perspective to how they imagine travel for 2021 and beyond.
We hope this report is useful in starting conversations about the reimagining of travel and
what we might embrace as the industry adapts and reinvents itself. We have learnt that
Australians remain a nation of incredibly keen travellers. Our desire to travel and see the
world won’t ever disappear. It’s time to get creative and enjoy everything our incredible
nation has to offer, the future of travel remains very bright.

Uluru Northern Territory

Adam Schwab,

CEO Luxury Escapes

Sydney Harbour New South Wales
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WHAT’S
CHANGED
IN 2020?
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It was a year no one saw coming with Covid-19 bringing travel and
tourism to a standstill. Here’s what the industry experts think about
how the events of 2020 will shape travel for 2021 and beyond.
“While it’s difficult to predict exactly what tourism will look like in the
future, we can expect that travellers will have a greater desire to seek
out less crowded attractions and destinations, as well as nature-based
experiences. Fortunately, some of Australia’s key attributes including
our wide open spaces, our relative isolation and our reputation for
being a safe destination, will be attractive drawcards particularly for
international travellers when they can travel here again. One of the key
areas that we are committed to is telling our incredible Indigenous story and celebrating that
rich history of the oldest continuous living culture on Earth. Another key focus for us is tapping
into an increased desire for, and awareness of, sustainable tourism products and experiences
among travellers.”
Phillipa Harrison, GM of Tourism Australia

“In my opinion, I think 2021 will indeed be the year of what is being
termed “Revenge Travel”. I love this phrase - it means that because
consumers haven’t been able to travel there is a high pent up demand,
and when travel / border restrictions are lifted there will be a surge in
consumers booking travel. I for one, will definitely be a revenge traveller
as soon as I can be!.”
Michelle Allen, Head of Travel, Google Australia

“The future will be full of travel, human beings will always need to be
physically present to build relationships to do business deals, to meet
each other. Our lives are enriched by real experiences of being there
to hear, taste, feel and absorb.”
Steve Hui, I Fly Flat
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THE RISE IN
DOMESTIC

Without question, 2021 will be the year
for holidaying in our own backyard
“Global travel was so accessible to Australians for so long that we often overlooked our own
backyard. So, I think we’ll be seeing what our incredible country has to offer in a whole new
light. We’ll start to embrace travel in a more conscious way, seeking out smaller brands,
hotels and experiences that reconnect us with nature and minimise our
footprint. Short stays and weekend trips will be huge next year. Because
international travel will be limited, we will most likely travel locally, more
frequently. I’m all about road trips for 2021. Packing up the car, with a
flexible itinerary is a great way to explore our amazing country. I really
want to do this with my small family and since we’re working from home
these days we have the opportunity to do it.”
Rhiannon Taylor, inbedwith.me

People think they will be able
to travel domestically again in
early 2021

88% of Australians plan on
taking a domestic trip this year

Top domestic locations to
visit in 2021
01
02
03
04
05

Tropical North Queensland
Whitsundays & QLD Islands
Sydney
Gold Coast
Tasmania

Clifton Beach Tropical North Queensland

$6,000

the amount over half of
Australians plan to spend
on travel next year

Cape Le Grand Western Australia

“One of the key priorities for us at Tourism Australia
is to get Australians travelling a little bit differently,
perhaps by ticking off a bucket list experience or
doing things that international travellers typically do
here in Australia. We have this unique opportunity
to capture the imaginations of a captive domestic
audience who are unable to holiday overseas at the
moment, so we will be encouraging people to not
just book a beach holiday
or a house in the country,
but to engage in some
of the wonderful tourism
experiences on offer here too.”
Phillippa Harrison, GM of
Tourism Australia

Domestic destinations
with the highest volume of
bookings for 2021
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Gold Coast
Perth
Sydney
Port Stephens
Canberra
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TRYING
SOMETHING
NEW

Australia’s top 5 bucket-list experiences

“We will see a lot of Australians splurging on domestic travel as they
are unlikely to travel internationally for at least the first half of next
year. We are already seeing signs of customers upgrading to 5-star
properties or bigger room types as they want an extra special holiday
given the tough conditions we have all lived through in 2020. My view
is travel budgets will increase in 2021.”
Jason Shugg, Luxury Escapes Chief Customer Officer

01 Snorkelling at The Great Barrier Reef
02 Visiting the top Luxury Lodges
03 Visiting Uluru

04 Taking the Ghan from Darwin to Adelaide

05 Diving with Whale Sharks at Ningaloo Marine Park

What travellers missed the most
Bucket-list experiences

50%

Staying in hotels 49%
Visiting family 38%
Flights 35%
Visiting friends 30%

What accommodation they would
book in order of preference
69% Resort
54% Hotel
38% Serviced apartment
33% Boutique hotel
32% Private home or villa

The kind of experiences
travellers are most
interested in
01 Food

02 Local culture

03 Winery, distillery or
brewery

04 Health, spa and
relaxation

05 Short staycations

Uluru Field of Light Northern Territory

Top destinations travellers want to go next

CHANGES TO
INTERNATIONAL
TRAVEL
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New Zealand

Japan

Italy

Fiji

United Kingdom

“I think it has a bright future and I am hopeful it will eventually bounce back
to pre-Covid levels. Obviously a lot depends on how the various global efforts
go to contain or eradicate this terrible pandemic. People love to travel and
experience new cultures, climates and places. It's hard to know what 2022
will look like, but I am hopeful that we will have much more freedom to
travel safely internationally.”
Michelle Allen, Head of Travel, Google

Countries respondents are
reluctant to visit now as a
result of Covid
01
02
03
04
05

Queenstown New Zealand

The desire to travel abroad is still strong with many still craving visits to
popular destinations Italy and the United Kingdom, however it may be a
while before they feel comfortable to do so.

USA
United Kingdom
Italy
China
Indonesia

“International travel will eventually rebound strongly however travel providers
will need to continue to demonstrate a high degree of responsibility to their
clients in the event of future travel shocks.. The heightened awareness of
safety and security will drive destination choice to a greater degree than
previously. Innovation and digital processed will escalate even more rapidly
to support new ways of doing things and staying connected e.g. contact
tracing, validation of health status (test results, vaccinations), contactless
procedures. Destinations will need to show their ‘credentials’ for safe travel
but the desire for unique experiences will be even more dominant.”
Anna Guillan, Australian Tourism Specialist
Mount Fuji at Kawakuchiko Lake Japan

Dravuni Island Fiji

A SHIFT IN
PURPOSE….

“Increased flexibility in the workplace has made
a significant impact on the working week and
people have adapted to no longer work within
the confines of 9 to 5. For the travel industry,
this means that length of stay is increasingly
being extended from short weekends to longer
breaks as consumers are making the most of
greater mobility; people are still working hard,
but perhaps from a beachside resort balcony
in Far North Queensland or from a city hotel in
the heart of vibrant Auckland.”
Simon McGrath, Accor Pacific
Chief Operating Officer

From longer and shorter getaways
to working from away or working
from anywhere. 2021 will see a
shift in how and why we choose
to travel.
“Visiting Family and Friends
(VFR) travel will be very
strong as families reunite or
endeavour to resume their
plans from this disrupted
year. The reconnection with
loved ones, friends, and
family will drive travel patterns. This will be both
international and domestic.”
Anna Guillan, Australian Tourism Specialist

Who people are travelling with
58% Partner
53% Family
34% Friends
Average number of
nights for 2021 bookings
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3.2 nights per package for
domestic holidays

Bridestowe Lavender Estate Tasmania

Most popular family inclusions:
43% say travel websites are
where they like to get their travel
information from
40% say value is important when
booking through a travel provider

6.2 nights per package for
international holidays
*For live bookings
Kimberley Waringarri Arts Elephant Rock Western Australia

Childcare faciliites 13%
Family friends outdoor activities; water sports 18%
Kids eat free 15%
Spacious rooms 19%
Onsite activities; pool, tennis court, play rooms 23%
Family friendly restaurant 12%
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SAFETY

“Consumers will want more information
about their end-to-end journey, such as
which aircraft, which airport to transit and
the hotel’s ‘COVID’ cleanliness processes – as
people want to make their careful decisions
to minimise their risk and exposures for
themselves and their families. Search
engines will need to supply more information
to enable filtering and selections.
When people feel safe, they will travel
more – as they now know what it is like to
be prevented to go to places they thought
they could ‘go anytime’. So they will seize the
moments when they can travel and they
lock it in. (but only after they have rebuilt
their annual leave, as
many people would
have exhausted
their annual leave
balances during this
pandemic).”
Steve Hui, I Fly Flat

Kakadu National Park Northern Territory

How travellers are feeling in
regard to safety in 2021

27% would feel safer staying in a
5-star hotel due to COVID-19

I don’t feel 100% comfortable travelling yet 28%
I would feel comfortable travelling both
domestically and internationally 21%

44% COVID safe travel
39% Greater flexibility

I am comfortable travelling domestically only 8%
I’m not concerned about safety 4%

22% of travellers would be
more likely to travel business
class due to COVID-19

Most important measures of
safety from the travel industry
next year

ie; Free cancellations

13% Cleanliness and hygiene
3% Access to medical
professionals
View from Eureka Skydeck Victoria

Devils Marbles Northern Territory
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